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Flexible
Future
Spaces:
At sixteen3 our people-centric approach to products allows you to
create workspaces built for longevity, which can adapt and evolve
to encompass changing requirements & needs.
People are the most valuable asset in any workplace, they always have been
and always will be.
Incorporating wellness and flexibility we offer the right elements to support the
heart of every workspace. Healthy, happy and highly engaged employees
require spaces which motivate to increase productivity and mix spaces to help
create and build the all important social relationships at work. Multifunctional
areas where we get together, whether for a coffee and a chat, to share
creativities ideas or to announce the latest big company win to a quiet nook
for a sensitive call or some focused work, right through to client facing
meetings in either formal or relaxed areas – these are the spaces where we
all excel, where teams are built and memories are made.
Join us as we explore these spaces, and show what they can really be.
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Key Spaces:

THE
LIBRARY

RESILOUNGES

MINDFUL
NEST
SHARE
MIX
SPACE

ANTESPACE
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The Lobby

First impressions count.
Create a welcoming entrance with a relaxed reception space to
greet colleagues and visitors.

Calvert creates a delineation of space between visitor
spaces and workspace whilst a 1000mm high setup
doubles up as an informal reception desk, allowing for
use by a greeter or self-check in technology.
An island of casual Lithos Lounge seating gives a stylish
focal point to an open space, and gives visitors an area to
relax whilst waiting to be seen.

← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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The Lobby

Two-person Bodyn booths are the perfect spot for quick
meetings or a catch-up.
Having access to this style of space at front-of-house
helps limit the number of visitors through into the main
workspace, helping enforce social distancing measures.
Banquette seating, using Tolv benches, combined with
George tables & Blake chairs, provides a relaxed,
hospitality-style space for casual meeting with external
visitors and clients, as well as offering a breakout space
for work or relaxation.

← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Mix Space

The heart of the office.
Flexibility is key to this multipurpose space and the centre
of the modern workspace.

Multiple seating options, from café-style
Darcy chairs and stools to clusters of
Hex make for a flexible, easily
reconfigurable space.

Refreshment point keeps
people going throughout
the day.

A large landscape of Link seating,
combining straight & curved elements,
provides a main axis to the space, offering
flexible seating options for individual groups
or large teams.

← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Mix Space
This highly dynamic space can easily be re-arranged,
with seating laid out to create a ‘town-hall’ meeting
space for chance encounters, collaboration,
knowledge-sharing and social events.
Lightweight furniture and units with castors keep the
space agile.

Large AV screens allow for
large group presentations.

Calvert is used to create a
drinks station. Coffee by
day, cocktails come night!

← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Mix Space
Four Person Bodyn pods provide
breakout, meeting and working spaces.
Castors means each pod can be
independently relocated, acting as a way
to break up the overall open space.

Single high back Arny Lite pods can be used as
individual spaces to take a phone call or have a
breather, or moved into clusters for semi-private
conversations.
The storage arms keep personal belongings in one
place, and off the floor.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Share Space

Collaboration is key
Using technology to share ideas,
regardless of geographic location.

The Adytum Space Media Table
offers a semi-formal meeting and
presentation space, with the poseur
heigh facilitating standing
meetings, for thinking on your feet.

The welcoming angles and addition of
privacy screens makes Circe a comfortable
space to small group presentations, either
in person or over video calls.
A smaller Circe setup, combined with
an Adytum Space Media Wall, is the
perfect place for individual or small
group video conferencing.

The AV unit and whiteboard surfaces on
the facing Calvert wall provide the ideal
focus points, aiding to convey ideas and
share information.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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The Library

Space to concentrate on the task at hand.
Being social is great, but sometimes you just need a bit of peace and quiet.

Calvert Walls accessorised
with shelves and display boxes
define the space and give off
the ultimate library vibes.

The generous proportions and
upholstered high back panels of the
Arny Adytum Booths make for a
comfortable space to work, either
alone or in small teams.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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The Library

Adytum Space Workbooths are the
ideal retreat from the hustle and
bustle of busy open plan spaces.

Full height work pods, made using
Adytum Space, complete with ceilings
and integrated lighting, help define
space whilst provide semi-enclosed
focus spaces.

The versatility of the Adytum Space space
division system allows for numerous styles of
enclosed focus pod, acting as visual and
acoustic barriers to the distraction of open-plan
workplaces.

Adytum Space touchdown desks give a sense of
privacy, with the enclosed panels acting as a barrier to
distractions.

Height adjustable Darcy chairs with castor bases offer
a comfortable, stylish alternative to ergonomic task
chairs for short-term desk work.
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Resi-Lounge

Residential styling in the modern office.
The boundaries between office and residential design are blurring,
and these areas provide soft, comforting spaces.

Lounge 1
Groups of mid-century inspired Gilbert chairs
furnish this casual meeting and breakout space.
Natural materials, like oak, bouclé wool and
leather, combine with softer styling options like
button detailing for a relaxed, approachable feel.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Resi-Lounge

Lounge 2
Aniline leather and fibre-filled cushions on the Reece
sofa combine with the soft, comfortable form of the
Breathe lounge chairs and smoked-glass Newton
coffee table to make a luxurious yet understated
lounge area.
Mobile Calvert walls with planters offer a flexible
way of defining the space.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Resi-Lounge

Lounge 3
The soft cushions of the L-Shape Reece sofa
contrast with the crisp exterior frame, in sustainable
Bamboo panels.
The flash of colour on the Alexander zip contrasts
with the sophisticated wooden swivel base, whilst a
finely tailored leather Geode stool doubles up as
both seating, side table or footstool.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Mindful Nest
Adytum Space pods with
benches, ceilings and lighting
offer cosy seating nooks.

Heathy body and healthy mind.
A multi-purpose space to facilitate activities that help
staff stay positive.
Whether it’s through organised classes, like yoga or
meditation, or just to provide a safe retreat way from the
desk for a few minutes of chillout time, the Mindful Nest
provides space for staff to feel balanced and valued.
Calvert storage walls can be
used for refreshment points
and storing kit.

Comfortable Odyssey chairs
provide a space to lounge and
take a breather. Adytum Space
panels help to create a semienclosed space, away from
noise and distraction.

Large Pop stools provide
flexible, easily reconfigurable
seating.

← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Envision

Why be restricted to the boardroom?
Encourage collaboration and creativity in these playful,
non-hierarchical meeting spaces.

Calvert creates an enclosed
‘room-within-a-room’, with
flexible accessories able to
be reconfigured as the
space is in use.

A mix of loose furniture, such as
Harold high stools, Pop seating
and sit/stand Laptop Tables
make for a dynamic space, with
no pre-determined restrictive
layouts.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Envision
Full height Calvert Whiteboards
facilitate idea sharing and creative
collaboration.

Planters add element of biophilia,
promoting a healthy environment
whilst providing a visual barrier
within an open environment.

Bamboo surfaces are a
sustainable, renewable
material choice.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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Antespace

A place to relax, & a place to work.
Casual meeting spaces, social spaces or touchdown
spaces, upholstered seating pods can do it all.

Circular Fuse pods make for
comfortable alternative to a
small meeting room.

Adding castors make it mobile,
Each seating element can be
easily moved so the pod can be
rebuilt in a different location.
For instance, it can be moved
into the Envision space for some
extra comfortable seating.
← BACK TO OVERVIEW
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London Showroom:
25 Bastwick Street

@sixteen3_ltd

Clerkenwell, EC1V 3PS
facebook.com/sixteen3
Manufacture/Showroom:
T: 01925850500

3a Chesford Grange

E: info@sixteen3.co.uk

Woolston, Warrington

W: sixteen3.co.uk

Cheshire, WA1 4RQ

linkedin.com/company/sixteen3
instagram.com/sixteen3_ltd
pinterest.co.uk/sixteen3_ltd

